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To evaluate importance and impact of any scientific activity, it is necessary to evaluate it from a 

several point of view, to check its viability, importance etc. Doctoral thesis presented by candidate, 

as a result of a few years of basic research, has to be evaluated in this way. Summarization of all of 

these points can, in total, give us optimal evaluation of the doctoral thesis and they are: 

 

Importance of the given topic 
Doctoral thesis are focused on HPC and Monte Carlo (MC) use in its parallel programming on HPC 

and various applications. Level of importance of candidate thesis directly come from this field itself.  

Presented technique is historically old, however still usable for wide class of various problems. On 

one side of such algorithms spectra is MC and is then followed by unconventional computational 

techniques like for example evolutionary strategies, genetic programming, particle swarm, ant colony 

optimization, grammatical evolution etc. are vitally important part of science and industrial 

application. The level of complexity of many of problems solved today is so high that standard 

numerical algorithms with non HPC PCs usually does not give acceptable results, which is not 

problem for above mentioned algorithms.  

Lets mention a few examples of all like excellent successful optimization by such algorithms as the 

Boeing jet-engines by genetic algorithms or evolutionary design of electronic circuits by genetic 

programming, suitable to be patented, done by J. Koza. Also excellent theoretical results has been 

reached on the field of multi-agent systems and swarm intelligence, which gives us acceptable 

solution in acceptable time of very often trivial problems, whose search for optimal solution would 

take time many times longer than our universe exists. Of course when enumerative algorithms would 

be used for the calculations.  

Power of the thesis proposed methods can thus save a lot of money, when applied to industry. 
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From this point of view is clear that topic of doctoral thesis is of high importance with highly probable 

impact on industrial applications. 

 

Relevance 
Basically said relevance and importance are mutually joined points, which cannot be so easily 

separated. From point of view it is most suitable to evaluate relevance of the methods used in the 

candidate thesis. Generally said, backbone of the candidate thesis consist of HPC and MC and related 

algorithms and mathematical methods. Well-introduced methods are fully accepted by scientific 

community, simply said, candidate used accepted scientific methods to apply them on proposed 

problems. This is quite important task because combination of the HPC+MC, despite fact of its good 

performance, are also dependent on parameter settings. Its better or adaptive setting, can be significant 

in theoretical as well as in practical applications. From that point of view I would like to say that in 

candidate thesis are selected relevant methods in a suitable way. 

 

Scientific formalism 
Research and consequent scientific reports in general, has to follows some formal rules. These rules 

are basically how to write scientific reports, how to made literature references, how to number 

equations etc. Based on my experiences with doctoral thesis from different universities I have to say, 

with my pleasure, that I have no found in candidate thesis serious mistakes and thus thesis can be 

regarded like scientific paper in general. Thesis are written very well in a high quality of text 

processing. 

 

Applicability 
Based on good results and applications of HPC and MC, it is clear that designed method in doctoral 

thesis can be applied on real-world problems. These are only limited by programmer skills of and 

limits coming from problems solution itself. 

 

Content and structure 

In the dissertation thesis is discussed MC applied with MC on real-world problems. Thesis consist of 

well-discussed results, which shows that application of MC is promising and suitable topic. With 

thesis are attached also results of candidate research in the form of publications.  

Based on state of art it can be stated that thesis represent interesting applications of MC.  

 

Quality and defined aims 

Quality of candidate thesis can be evaluated from graphical and formal point of view. In both views 

it can be stated, that level of quality is very good. Aims of thesis are clearly enough.  

 

Selected methods 

In proposed thesis candidate used rigorous methods and its research follows standard scientific 

criteria.  

 

Proposed suggestions for future work and questions 

In proposed thesis I would have following suggestions for future work: 

 

 Your thesis are closely related to unconventional and mainly to evolutionary algorithms. It 

would be interesting to compare MC performance with evolutionary algorithms and swarm 

intelligence. 

 Q1: I do not see mathematically described models, solved by MC. Why? 
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 Q2: MC is historically one of the oldest numerical-computer algorithms. It was followed by 

more successful algorithms, that outperformed MC. Did you tried them in comparative study? 

What would you expect if they would be used? 

 Q3: The routing problem is, for example, well solved by ACO algorithm. What is the major 

difference between ACO and MC? 

 Q4: Please summarize briefly your results and results from other  researchers, that solved the 

same. 

 

 

Conclusion 

Ph.D. candidate Ing. Martin Golasowski, has published his results on various conferences and 

workshops. They were accepted by scientific community. 

In proposed thesis of Ing. Martin Golasowski clearly demonstrated ability of independent scientific 

work. Proposed thesis fulfill all-important criteria and thus I recommend proposed thesis to defense 

process. 
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